
Example case studies /  service projects

Indication Selection

Company

Mid-sized pharma

Problem

Company has developed combination product for two drug targets and 

wants to identify the highest likely clinically relevant disease.

Background

Drug combinations present an effective means of overcoming incomplete 

efficacy and drug resistance that is common among single target 

therapies. However, performing experiments in vivo and in vitroto 

investigate combination therapies is incredibly expensive, especially when 

trying to investigate and prioritise multiple potential indications. Company 

has developed a combination product against two primary targets and has 

performed extensive experiments to validate their molecular activity. To 

support clinical market research, company is seeking an independent in 

silico analysis of the indications that will likely be most impacted by 

application of the combination product.

Results

To supplement internal compound activity data generated on the 

combination product we used Galactic AI™ to identify further novel activity 

data from the primary literature, doubling their knowledge generated from 

decades of internal research. Activity data was used to build a profile of 

the molecular systems perturbed by the combination product. We used 

causal data annotated by Galactic AI™ across the entire literature to 

automatically build 1000s of disease models, and then systematically 

measured the likely impact of the combination product across each 

disease, measuring the ability of the drug to return the disease state to a 

‘normal’ molecular system. Using the method developed we provided a 
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Ranking of diseases likely to be most impacted by the combination 

product.

Outcomes

 Despite decades of internal research, Galactic AI™ was still able to 

identify 2X as many novel evidences from experimental data not 

catalogued in existing databases

 We were able to use causal data combined with disease context to 

instantly construct disease models for 1000s of diseases

 Our method of measuring drug impact to reverse molecular disease 

pathologies allowed us to produce a ranked list of indications likely to 

be impacted by the combination product.
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